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Description:

Home is where the Heart is
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY RIVERDRIFT HOUSE

In the designer's own words:
“A favourite traditional theme, I used a soft spring colour palette to design a sampler that finishes with a
delicate modern border design to contain the more opulent floral surround. A little dove and cat sit in the
garden to watch over this lovely home, the text (part pictorial for ‘heart’) is light and fresh so the finished
sampler will suit a contemporary, as well as a more traditional, home.”

Creative Poppy says:
The text "Home is where the (heart symbol) is" is stitched discreetly in the background, almost as if the colors
had faded, so one only becomes aware of it as one looks closer at the stitching.
Display your needlework proudly in the entrance hall of your home to welcome visitors and family into your
house. The square design can be framed for wall hanging or mounted as a cushion pillow and set against the
back of a chair.
Cross stitch pattern designed by Riverdrift House.
>> see more patterns by Riverdrift House
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Home is where the Heart is
Chart size in stitches: 175 x 175 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 11
Themes: house, home, heart, flower, key, sampler, welcome

>> see more Sampler patterns by Riverdrift House
>> see all Welcome patterns (all designers)
>> see all patterns with houses (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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